HIIT & HYPERTROPHY

WHAT TO EXPECT

WHAT YOU NEED

Required Equipment
Bike
Dumbbells
Optional Equipment
Mini Resistance/
Booty Bands

Ankle/Wrist Weights
An Exercise Mat
An Exercise Box/Step

Find a link HERE with
the equipment you
need!
DON'T FORGET TO
SUBSCRIBE!

CYCLING

STRENGTH

Welcome to REFINE! I am so excited to take on this challenge with
you! This 5 week cycle and strength training combo will push you
past your comfort zone, make you dig deeper than ever before,
help you find your inner butt-kicker, and come out on the other
side stronger than EVER! REFINE will include both cardio and
strength training so you can increase your muscular strength
and definition as well as improve your overall cardiovascular
endurance! REFINE will incorporate high-intensity Interval training
or HIIT workouts on the bike and hypertrophy-style strength
training workouts. HIIT is a great way to get an effective workout
in a short amount of time. HIIT can also increase your resting
metabolic rate, burn fat, and reduce stress! Hypertrophy training
will help you build the size of your muscles and give your muscles
shape and definition! I expect this combo to be challenging, but
oh so rewarding and worth it when these 5 weeks are up! If you
would like to add-on the additional extras to go along with REFINE
you can purchase the bundle under your dashboard!

PROGRAM STRUCTURE
REFINE will include 5 days of workouts per
week. Our workouts will vary during the week
between cycling and strength, sometimes
both! The workout will range from 20-35
minutes and the LIVES a bit longer; strength
30 minutes cycling 45-60 minutes. LIVES are
optional during the program, but if you want
to maintain 5 training days per week you can
substitute with another form of training or a
previous KCF class. Our strength sessions will
focus on individual muscle groups as well as
full-body training! Cycling will focus on short
but intense rides. Rest and active recovery
days are structured into the program
because these days are imperative in a wellrounded training regimen!
Click the icon to redirect to the page!

BE A PART OF OUR
BUTT-KICKING
COMMUNITY!
WWW.REALLYGREATSITE.COM

#kaleighcohenfitness to share your workout with me!

Don't
do it.

QUESTIONS

How do I access the calendar and workouts?
You can find the calendar in your dashboard via www.kaleighcohen.com. Once you have created
your account and logged in you will have access to the calendar. The calendar will include clickable
links which will take you to your workout for the day. The links will open a new page which will be the
direct link on youtube for the workout of the day! If there are two workouts in a day, you will have to
click them both individually. The calendar will include both brand new workouts and previous
workouts we have done for an effective strength and cardio building program!
I've missed a few workouts, what should I do?
That's perfectly fine! You can pick up where you left off and you can even add the workouts you
missed to the end of the program! This program is meant to be flexible to fit into your life!
Can I switch rest days around to better fit my schedule?
Definitely! You can use the schedule as a guide, but if you need to adjust your rest days to fit into
your lifestyle, then go for it! What's important is that you do make sure to include rest days!
I am unable to do certain exercises like lunges, crunch variations, etc. What now?
No problem at all! I like to create a workout environment that is effective and safe for everyone, so I
do offer several modifications for lots of exercises during our workouts! You can also modify some of
the exercises by using only your body weight.
What time are the workouts posted on YouTube?
The new workouts will be posted at 5AM ET. The Saturday LIVE strength is at 9AM and the LIVE cycle is
at 10 AM. *These times will change during daylight savings.
What are the LIVE workouts and how do I find them?
The LIVE strength and cycling workouts are workouts done with you in live time on YouTube! They are
totally free to you, just show up on the YouTube channel at the scheduled time! Check the question
above for times. The LIVES are great to meet people in the community and get a great workout!
How do I know if I have the right weight for the strength workouts?
Picking the right weight will be different for each person! Our workouts during this program will focus
on hypertrophy training which means we will be working with heavy dumbbells to build our
muscles! To make sure you are going heavy enough or not too heavy, by the last 2-4 reps or about
7-15 seconds(this varies a bit depending on the pace of the exercise) of our set should be very
challenging, so much so that if you had to do even a couple more reps, you would reach muscular
failure and not be able to complete your reps. Keep in mind that you should also be able to
maintain form throughout the set. You may also find that your lifting tempo isn't the same as mine,
this is also totally fine! However, if your pace is much quicker, this could mean that you can go
heavier with your weights.
If there is a cycling and strength workout posted on the same day, which should I do first?
This is completely up to you! There is no right or wrong answer! If you love cycling and it motivates
you to start on the bike, begin there. Or if you prefer to get things moving with strength and then to
the bike, begin with weights! It's your workout so make it work for you!
I'm pregnant! Can I still do these workouts?!
First off, YAY! Congrats, that is awesome! If you are pregnant, check with your doctor to make sure
exercise during this exciting time is right for you.

QUESTIONS

I don't have a spin bike, but another kind of stationary bike, can I still take part?
Absolutely! If you are on another type of bike, you can definitely still take part in the cycling classes,
and if you want to modify in the saddle for 2nd position increase your speed a little and for 3rd
position, increase your resistance a bit! This will provide a full seated workout that is just as
effective!
I can't make the LIVE Saturday workouts live! Now what?!
No problem at all! Both the LIVE cycling and strength workouts will be available on their respective
channels afterward. Also, the LIVE workouts are OPTIONAL during REFINE or you could do either
cycling or strength. The LIVES are really an amazing time to get to know the community and workout
together in real-time. The energy and motivation are on another level during the LIVES.
Will I lose weight during REFINE?
REFINE will most certainly help you increase your caloric output throughout the week and increase
your muscular strength, which can lead to fat loss. However, it is very important to keep in mind
that maintaining an energy-appropriate diet for yourself is a huge component of fat loss! Make
sure to check out the snacks and healthy fuel tips in the REFINE add-on downloadables.
What is the active recovery on the calendars each Friday?
Active recoveries are days that you still get some activity in, but it is at a much lower intensity than
your usual workouts. An activity recovery could be a long walk, swimming a few laps, a nice stretch
session, or even a lower-intensity cycling ride! Active recovers are great when you need a rest from
higher intensity activity, but still want to get some intentional movement in your day! You will find
the link to our active recovery ride in the REFINE calendar! You can also use this day as a full rest
day, listen to your body to determine what is best for you!
What's included in the additional downloadable REFINE bundle?
Included in the REFINE bundle you will find a printable 5-week calendar so you know what to expect
ahead of time, check your workouts off as you go, and hang it up as a reminder of your workouts!
Twelve snack/meal ideas perfect for after your workout, helpful nutrition tips that I follow, a body
measurements tracker worksheet and how-to, plus a printable daily workout journal to take notes
and track how far you've come! The bundle is $8 and $5 for Discord members.
I am new to cycling and strength can I do this program?
All levels are welcome, and if you are new keep in mind you may need to make modifications
during the cycling workouts such as longer recoveries between pushes, a slower RPM than I call out,
and even taking modifications in the saddle instead of the standing positions! If you're consistent
you will find that each ride gets a bit easier as you become stronger! I do have a FREE 40 day
beginners guide you can access on my website here if you would prefer to start there! With the
strength sessions, I also aim to make these friendly for beginners up to advanced lifters. If you are a
beginner, listen to your body and select weight accordingly or work with just bodyweight. You can
also include longer rests and shorter working times during these workouts and it won't be long
Click off!
the icon to redirect to the page!
before you see your hard work paying
What about the warm-up and stretch?!
We always include a warmup before cycling, but if you'd like a longer warmup, you can find that on
the cycling channel! I also have a separate warmup on the strength channel prior to strength
sessions. A good warm-up before your strength is super important so if you need a follow-along
warm up you can always find that there! Follow-along stretching routines are also available on
both the cycling and strength channels! Stretching will help increase your flexibility, prevent injury,

HELPFUL LINKS!

Click the title or icon to access the link!

Website

Bookmark! This is where you access REFINE!

KCF Cycling
Don't Forget to SUBSCRIBE!

KCF Strength
Instagram

#kaleighcohenfitness to share your workout with me!

Facebook
Things I Use!
Shimano Shoes
Use Code KCF15 for 15% off!

Butt Kicker Gear

Spotify
Join the Discord

DISCLAIMER
When beginning any fitness workout or regimen, it is important to
consult your physician to ensure this program is right for you. Do
not start this program if your health care provider advises
otherwise. Any exercises or information, health, wellness, or
otherwise through videos, materials, documents, programs, or
comments is for educational and entertainment purposes only and
is used at the viewer's own risk. None of the information is to be a
substitute for professional medical advice or health advice. Never
delay seeking medical attention. Kaleigh Cohen Fitness will not be
responsible or liable for any harm, damage, or injury as a result of
any information provided. Performing or engaging in anything
provided by Kaleigh Cohen Fitness is to be used at your own risk.
Copyright Kaleigh Cohen Fitness LLC: The REFINE program is a copywritten product of Kaleigh Cohen Fitness and may only be used for
personal use. This product cannot be reproduced or used for
commercial purposes.
Some of the links above include affiliate links, such as Amazon, and if you make
a purchase via the link above, I may receive a small commission. Thank you so
much in advance for your support. This truly helps us to continue to create free
workouts for you!

#kaleighcohenfitness to share your workout with me!

